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esi kills coronavirus
esi’s action against the coronavirus is certified by the Laboratory of Virology
of The University of Modena & Reggio Emilia

what is esi
It is a revolutionary new material.
esi is an innovative complex metallic cluster that continuously
emits silver Ag+ and other ions. This emission of ions exerts an
antimicrobial action on objects and the environment, disinfecting
continously with complete safety and silence.
No energy source is required.

metallic ion emitters

silver ion (Ag+) emitters

microscopic representation of esi technology

what is esi
esi is an antivirus, antibacterial, and antifungal technology which
uses the natural power of silver (Ag +) and other ions. The emitted
ions interact with humidity in the air to kill germs suspended in air
and on surfaces and surrounding objects, entirely naturally. The
optimal range for esi to have maximum effect in an atmosphere is
at 25° and 80-85% humidity to 3°C with 30-40% humidity, a wide
range making esi versatile for a wide variety of environments.
esi is a technology with uniquely innovative and revolutionary
characteristics. It is produced in 3 levels of potency, which can
be easily applied anywhere.
The emitters are lightweight, long-lived, and are resistant
to corrosion and heat. The length of time required for the
antimicrobial action depends on the choice of esi strength:
esi-power, esi-pro and esi-point.
The system is completely chemical free.
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representation of the function of esi technology

esi kills Coronavirus
The Coronavirus samples exposed to esi had the following results:
after 15 seconds of exposure the sample was reduced > 82%
after 2 hours of exposure the sample was reduced > 99%
* Tests performed without contact between the emitters and the viral suspension.
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esi is antibacterial
esi has conducted multiple tests in order to prove its action
against bacterial loads. A selection of the most important
experiments are as follows:
Escherichia Coli (E. Coli), defined as a “nightmare bacteria”
because of its resistant to antibiotics and the fact that it causes
death in 50% of the cases of contagion. Exposure to esi for 24
hours completely eliminated the bacterial load.
Staphylococcus Aureus belonging to the same class 2 of
HCoVSARS-2 is also very dangerous for humans. Exposure to
esi for 24 hours completely eliminated the bacterial load.
Candida Albicans, a common fungus of the skin and mucous
membranes. Exposure to esi for 24 hours completely eliminated
the bacterial load.
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esi action on bacterial loads

effectiveness of esi

Office - 88 m 2
Open space, occupied by 14 people + visitors, was
subjected to comparative testing before and after the
installation of the esi system. Before installation, an
2
average bacterial load of 610 CFU/cm was detected on
the surfaces of desk tops, PC keyboards, mouse, flooring,
walls, glass windows and door handles. 12 hours after
the installation of esi, a secondary bacterial load test was
2
conducted, with a measured value of 0 CFU/cm .

Office - 16 m 2

Bathroom - 2 m 2

Used by an employee who normally receives visitors, the
office has undergone a comparative test before and after
the installation of the esi system. Before installation, an
average bacterial load of 540 CFU/cm 2 was detected on
all surfaces including: the desk top, PC keyboard, mouse,
flooring, walls, glass windows and door handles. 12 hours
after the installation of esi, a second bacterial load test was
2
performed, with a measured value of 0 CFU/cm .

A test was carried out with inoculation of a charge of
Saphylococcus aureus belonging to the same class as
HCoVSARS-2 (Class 2 according to Legislative Decree
81/08), of 5,500 CFU/cm 2 in a 10x10 cm portion of the
bathroom wall, placed 130 cm from the nearest esi emitter.
The environmental emitter PR01 + WC pushbutton + WC
KIT had already been previously installed in the room. After
12 hours from the inoculation of the bacterial load, a second
Time 1 test was performed to measure the residual bacterial
2
load, which detected a value of 0 CFU/cm .

Handle

Carpet

Sofas & Chairs

Wherever there is a handle, it poses a threat to the health of
people who can contract viruses, bacteria and fungi through
contact. A laboratory test certified that a handle made with
esi technology and subjected to a prolonged contact of 15
seconds with a hand contaminated by bacteria, remained
2
sterile at 0 CFU/cm . The esi handles, perpetually free of
microbial loads, placed in spaces frequented by a high
number of people, guarantee the impossibility of contagion
from the touch of a handle.

Carpet can be a receptacle for microbial loads. Several
tests have found very high charges even in normal cleaning
and maintenance conditions. In some cases of hotel or
2
yacht cabins, values of up to 3,000 CFU/cm were tested;
The value that the World Health Organization considers
“normal” is 50 CFU/cm 2 , which means these carpets are
60 times dirtier than the parameter deemed acceptable.
Installing esi in the carpet substrate, tests showed that
after 6 hours the bacterial load was brought from
2
2
3,000 CFU/cm to 0 CFU/cm .

Sofas, armchairs and seats in general are typically
contaminated by high microbial loads. In particular, the
fabric coverings show high levels of “microbial charge”
even in normal conditions of cleaning and maintenance.
2
In some hotels and boats, values of 1,900 CFU/cm were
found; The value that the World Health Organization
considers “normal” is 50 CFU/cm 2 . Installing esi in the
lower part of the seats or inside the seating structure
resulted in the bacterial load being reduced from 1,900 to
0 CFU/cm 2 in a 6 hour period. esi installed within seating
provides continuous sanitation.

esi hospitality
esi technology has been applied in the luxury urban
lodge, Holy Deer in Rome. The retreat occupies the
former private residence of Pope Innocent X and is
located inside the church of Sant’Agnese di Agone in
Piazza Navona.

Inside Holy Deer, the environment is continuously
disinfected through the application of the esi system in
every room. The emitters are concealed in the furniture
and upholstery and have no visual impact on the
architecture or design. The antimicrobial action of esi
is only perceived in the form of comfort and the natural
aroma of cleanliness.
All cabinets, closets, and drawers are equipped with esi
throughout the lodge so that esi’s disinfecting action is
carried out not only within the spaces but also on the
clothing and objects inside the cabinets, closets and
drawers.
Textile elements such as sofas, mattresses and cushions
are sanitized and purified through emitters contained
within them. The antimicrobial and anti-mite properties
of the silver (Ag +) and other metallic ions guarantee
constant microbial cleaning, contributing to peace of
mind in spaces intended for the utmost relaxation.

In the living room and kitchen area, emitters are applied
to tables and chairs as well as to cabinets. This synergy
provides a powerful optimal emission of ions for the
continuous disinfection of the room even with the
presence of many guests.
The bathroom in the papal room is equipped with
emitters inside the washbasin, cabinet and mirror. This
allows esi to neutralize the microbial loads that normally
proliferate in humid environments.

esi yachting
esi technology is currently in use in various important
shipyards, such as Riva, Custom Line, and Ferretti. The
Custom Line 106 is the world’s first antimicrobial boat.
The achievement of the yachting’s high standard of
comfort is attained through a constant and long-lasting
microbial cleaning action.
The esi system, applied to the interiors of the boat,
generates a sanitized environment perceptible only by
the natural fresh scent that results from the neutralization
of microbial loads and their consequent odors.
Typically, the smell of “newness” disappears over time,
replaced by the odors of everyday life. With esi, the fresh
and clean aroma of the brand-new remains.
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esi yachting application

esi emitters placed under the
table disinfect the furniture
and the surrounding space

esi, used as the material for
the most typical everyday
objects, sanitizes what is most
frequently in contact with our
hands, guaranteeing protection
from germs

esi
emitters
positioned
beneath armchairs and sofas
are out of sight, disinfecting
fabrics which typically have
high microbial loads

The sofas have emitters hidden
in their structure that disinfect
the fabrics and keep it fresh

The kitchen is equipped with
a special esi kit. The emitters
disinfect the environment
and the food, eliminating the
formation of bad odors and
amplifying the cleanliness of
preparation space

Placed near the air conditioning
outputs throughout the space,
esi emitters continuously purify
the room’s air

esi yachting application

esi has been installed in the
carpeting. The silver ions
emanate through the weft of
the carpet, carrying out the
antimicrobial action not only
on the carpet, but on the
surrounding environment

Cabinets
and
drawers
equipped with an esi system
disinfect the enclosed space
as well as the objects placed
within while also eliminating
odors

The bathroom, where high
microbial
concentrations
normally
develop
due
to
moisture,
has
been
equipped with esi emitters
that continually purify the
environment

esi technology is applied to the
base of the bed, disinfecting
the mattress, sheets, blankets
and pillows from germs and
mites. All unpleasant odors
are eliminated naturally and
without chemical additives
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esi water system
esi has developed and designed the “esi water system”,
which consists of a potability stabilizer placed inside a
water tank. The system’s antimicrobial action ensures a
consistent long-lasting potability.
The esi water system is radically different from the
ionizers and water purifiers which are conventionally used
today. These can become unhealthy due to the release of
chemicals and require constant maintenance.
The esi kit guarantees the permanent purification of the
water tank without the use of chemicals or of any form
of energy, since it acts through the emission of silver
Ag+ and other ions. Once installed, it does not require
maintenance, does not require that parts be changed,
and is completely recyclable.

esi water system

esi technical characteristics
Low coefficient of friction.
High durability.
Resistant to corrosion.
Antistatic.
High thermal conductivity.
High thermodynamic efficiency.
Ability to absorb heat and
return it in the form of infrared waves.
esi is available in different colors.

standard esi color

color options upon request

015B

015C

020A

020AL

025A

030A

030B

030C

050A

050B

esi everyday
esi has created for the Riva Shipyard a multipurpose trunk with emitters which
disinfects all the objects, shoes and clothing contained inside. An exclusive design
with constant antimicrobial capacity.

Multipurpose esi Trunk
The trunk was designed for daily use in RIVA boats, to
contain wetsuits, towels, shoes, accessories and other
objects following their use.
Soiled sports clothes were subjected to laboratory
tests to detect the bacterial load.
Values of 2,500 CFU/cm 2 were found.
The same clothes, placed in the trunk, were tested
again after 3 hours and a charge of 0 CFU/cm 2 was
found. esi eliminated any form of bacteria previously
present.

esi everyday
The esi system is integrated into everyday objects so
that it is present in everyday life. We have designed
a collection of objects and accessories which put the
comfort of cleanliness right at hand.
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esi laboratory tests
L’efficacia antimicrobica esi e’ stata testata
e certificata dai seguenti laboratori:

esi test on coronavirus
Evaluation of esi technology against the CORONAVIRUS
HCoV-OC43 on a plastic surface.
The virus used: human coronavirus HCov-OC43 which has an
extremely high homology of structure with the virus responsible
for CoViD-19, HCoVSARS-2, from both a phylogenetic and
molecular point of view.
Deposit of a 100µl aliquot of HCoV-OC43 viral suspension, on a
surface of 2.5x2 cm of a plastic plate.
Two A + B emitters were used in the 2,280 cm 3 experimental
chamber:
A = code 480C
B = code 480A
RESULTS :
at 15 seconds there was a reduction of> 82%
at 2 hours there was a reduction> 99%
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esi mask
Product description:
A lightweight, breathable mask made of a non-toxic double-layer
material, 65% polyester/35% cotton. There are two side and one
interior central pockets for the insertion of the esi emitters and
optional filter.
The kit consists of:
Mask with two elastic bands and two anti-coronavirus esi 2AM emitters.
The esi anti-coronavirus emitters, through the constant emission of
silver and other metallic ions, perform an around the clock disinfecting
action which is antivirus, antibacterial, and antifungal.
The unpleasant odors which typically develop after many hours of
mask-wearing are not present in the esi mask. Personal care is at the
center of attention for esi.
Air filter esi MESH4 (optional)
The mask has a central pocket where a special filter, the esi MESH4,
may be inserted. This filter augments the mask’s anti-coronavirus
action and greatly reduces any microbial load the wearer might inhale.
Surgical mask class 1 device.

esi anti-coronavirus mask is Made in Italy.

optional ESI-MESH4

test results of esi against bacterial
esi has been tested extensively to verify its action on bacterial loads. Important laboratories,
research institutes and universities have conducted tests to verify the antibacterial action of
esi in different conditions. Some of the most important experiments are those shown in the
table opposite, where dangerous bacteria were tested. All bacterial loads were reduced to
zero after exposure to esi.

Escherichia Coli, highly contagious and dangerous, is known as “nightmare bacteria” because
it is resistant to all known antibiotics and causes death in 50% of cases. Exposure to esi for
24 hours eliminated any bacteria, as shown in the petri dishes opposite.
Saphylococcus Aureus, which belongs to the same class as HCoVSARS-2, Class 2 according
to Legislative Decree 81/08, is very dangerous for humans. Exposure to esi for 24 hours
eliminated any bacteria, as shown in the petri dishes opposite.
Candida Albicans, Saprophytic Fungus, a habitual commensal of the skin and mucous
membranes, can cause serious health problems. Exposure to esi for 24 hours eliminated any
microbial presence, as shown in the petri dishes opposite
The methodologies used in the laboratory tests:
ISO 22196:2011 - JIS Z 2801:2010, ISO 18593:2004, UNI ISO 4833,
UNI 10802, PT048 rev00 2002, IL042 rev01 2005
The description of the laboratory methodology used can be
consulted on our website in the Laboratory Tests section.
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test on 88m office with esi
An open space office of 88 m 2 with 14 workstations equipped
with windows, air conditioners, desks and other technical
furnishings, used by 14 people continuously over 8 hours with
visitors during working hours, was subjected to comparative
testing for cleanliness before and after the installation of the
esi system.
T0: Detection carried out before installation esi. A test carried
out on the surfaces of the desk top, PC keyboard, mouse,
flooring, walls, window panes and door handle, revealed an
average bacterial load on all surfaces of 610 CFU/cm 2 .
T1: After the T0 detection, the office was equipped with an esi
system consisting of: Mouse Pads, esi-Monitor, esi PC Keyboard,
Remote Control Door, Door Handles, and EMQ48 environmental
emitters.
After 12 hours, a second test was performed to detect the reduction
of the bacterial load, with a detected value of 0 CFU/cm 2.
The work environment tested with the use of esi technology
confirmed the complete absence of bacterial loads even in the
condition of normal use of the office by employees and guests.

2

test on 16m office with esi
An office with workplace equipped with a window, air
conditioner, desk and other technical furniture, used by one
person continuously for 8 hours, normally receiving visitors, was
subjected to comparative tests before and after the installation
of the esi system.
T0: Detection carried out before installation esi. A test carried
out on the surfaces of the desktop, PC keyboard, mouse, flooring,
walls, windowpanes and door handle revealed an average
bacterial load on all surfaces of 540 CFU/cm 2 .
T1: After the initial test, the office was equipped with a system
consisting of: Mouse Pad, esi-Monitor, esi PC Keyboard, Remote
Control Door, Door Handle, EMQ48 environmental emitters.
After 12 hours, a second test was performed to detect the reduction
of the bacterial load, with a detected value of 0 CFU/cm 2.
The work environment tested with the use of esi technology
confirmed the complete absence of bacterial loads even in the
condition of normal use of the office by the employee and guests.

test on bathroom with esi
A men’s company bathroom of 2 m 2 was tested. At Time 0
an invasive test of bacteria inoculation was carried out on
the bathroom which has a normal average of bacterial loads
between 500 and 1000 CFU / cm 2 .
A bacterial load of Saphylococcus aureus, which belongs
to the same class as HCoVSARS-2 (Class 2 according to
Legislative Decree 81/08) with a deactivated bacterial strain
was inoculated into the bathroom. The portion of the wall
involved in the test was 10 x 10 cm and located 130 cm from
the esi nearest emitter.
The environmental esi emitter PR01 + esi WC pushbutton +
esi WC KIT had been previously installed in the room.
12 hours after the inoculation of the bacterial load, a second
test (Time 1) was performed to measure the residual bacterial
load, and a value of 0 UFC/cm 2 was detected.
esi eliminated all bacteria in the environment even in the
presence of an extremely high starting value.

test on handle with esi
Every handle poses a potential threat to the health of people
who can contract viruses, bacteria, and fungi from surface
contact
esi has developed handles, now in the collection of Razeto e
Casareto, which, in addition to design and functionality, offer
esi’s anti-coronavirus, antibacterial, and antifungal action.
A laboratory test conducted on a handle made with esi
certified that after prolonged contact of 15 seconds with a
hand contaminated by bacteria, the handle remained sterile at
0 UFC/cm 2 .
The same test performed on the person’s hand, after contact
with the handle, found a 10% reduction in the bacterial load
present on the hand.
The esi handles are perpetually free of microbial loads. Placed
in spaces with a high number of people present, they guarantee
the impossibility of contagion from the touch of a handle.

test on carpets with esi
Wherever carpeting is used as flooring, it poses a threat to the
health of the people inhabiting the space.
Various tests have found very high microbial loads even in
normal conditions of cleaning and maintenance. Values of 3,000
CFU/cm 2 were found in hotel rooms or yacht cabins; the World
Health Organization considers a value of 50 UFC/cm 2 “normal”.
Therefore, these carpets were found to be 60 times dirtier than
acceptable levels.
Installed in the carpet substrate, esi acts through the humidity
in the air. The ions emitted pass through the weft of the carpet
weave, carrying out a 24/7 disinfection while neutralizing the
bad odors characteristic of dirty carpets. In yachts, where
carpeted floors are often used by barefoot guests, the values
of “microbial dirt” found were considerably higher. The same is
true in cars, particularly those used to transport pets.
esi guarentees a constant “microbial cleaning” through the
continuous emission of silver Ag+ and other ions.
The carpet test after 6 hours of being exposed to esi brought
the bacterial load from 3,000 CFU/cm 2 to 0 CFU/cm 2 .

test on sofas with esi
Sofas, armchairs and seats are normally contaminated by high
microbial loads due to continuous contact with people. Fabric
covers, compared to leather or similar coverings, have higher
“microbial dirt” values due to the thickness of the upholstery
and padding that makes thorough cleaning difficult. For this
reason the various tests carried out during the sessions have
found very high microbial loads even in conditions of normal
cleaning and maintenance.
In some hotels and boats tested, values of 1,900 CFU/cm 2
were found; 50 CFU/cm 2 is the value considered “normal” by
the World Health Organization. The use of seating in yachts
implies regular contact with the skin of the guests and was
found in various tests to have values of “microbial dirt” 1.52
times higher than the values typically found in seating for
domestic use. This was also true for all seating in the common
areas in work environments.
esi installed in the lower part of the seats or within the structure
allows for constant disinfecting of the furniture as well as the
surrounding environment.
Test: Starting value of a fabric armchair on a yacht: 1,900 CFU/cm2
After 6 hours esi brought the bacterial load from 1,900 CFU/
cm 2 down to 0 CFU/cm 2 .

esi partners

